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Entity Linking:
A Symbiosis between Knowledge Graphs and News,
and Bringing the Knowledge Graph to Excel



Entities: unique world bodies with (non-unique) names, such as people, organizations, locations

e.g. Washington County

Entities and Entity Mentions

Unique KG Identifier
Entity Types: categories of entities

(e.g.  administrative division #n)

e.g.

Entity Mentions: text fragments that refer to entities

“Washington County public facing services are suspended through May 18. […] 

(#StayHomeMN)”

Entity Attributes and Values: properties and the concrete values associated with an entity

e.g. population of Washington County, Oregon: 601,592 (time stamp 2019) 



Entity Linking

• 2012 is a 2009 movie by Roland Emmerich.

• Kagan and Breyer disagreed with Roberts.

• Seattle is the best!
- Seattle defeated the Red Bulls.
- Seattle defeated the Red Stars.

EDL ( Entity Detection and Linking )

ERD ( Entity Recognition and Disambiguation )

e.g.

• 2012 is a 2009 movie by Roland Emmerich.

• Kagan and Breyer disagreed with Roberts.

• Seattle is the best!

Find entity mentions in text and assign them an ID from a knowledge repository. 



NEMO (Named Entities Made Obvious) 

State-of-the-art EDL system

- built in MSR starting 2005

- best score in NIST’s 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2014 TAC-KBP-EL evaluations 

and in Google-Microsoft-Yahoo 2014 ERD competition

- in production in Microsoft starting 2008

Framework:

The best evidence for entity disambiguation is provided by the set of co-occurring entities

- extract and disambiguate jointly all entities in a target document

- employ both observable and latent attributes

Syntax and local context are important; one-sense-per-discourse does not hold

- employ both whole-document and local-context features



NEMO Disambiguation Paradigm

Text document D

s1

si

sj

sn

Find the entity assignment that maximizes the similarity

between the observable representations and the document context d

and between the latent representations of the entities in the assignment.

Each entity has multiple vectorial representations

d = D ∩ O
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S. Cucerzan. Large-scale Entity Disambiguation based on Wikipedia Data. EMNLP 2007

observable

latent / hidden
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From Documents to Entity Graphs



News Mining for Knowledge Graphs 

• Setting:
– a comprehensive KG
– reliable entity linking technology 
– very high precision requirement (.99)

Knowledge Graph

→ distance supervision paradigm

additions / changes

to be made



http://www.celebheights.com/s/Billy-Murray-4501.html

NEMO different KG Id

EXTRACTION TASK: find the height of actor Bill Murray

Distant Supervision Framework for Knowledge Mining 

http://www.celebheights.org/bill-murray-height

Train distant supervision models by

matching available attribute values

Knowledge Graph

NEMO targeted KG Id

Extract new arcs and attribute values

by employing the trained models

http://www.celebheights.com/s/Billy-Murray-4501.html
http://www.celebheights.org/bill-murray-height


Challenges

• Reliant on highly accurate entity detection and linking

• Very difficult to approach the targeted precision in any one 
document while maintain reasonable recall

(typical F-measure for fact extraction in low .70s)

• Difficult to deal with humorous discourse and opinions

http://www.celebheights.com/s/Bill-Murray-32.html

http://www.celebheights.com/s/Bill-Murray-32.html


Challenges

• Reliant on highly accurate entity detection and linking

• Very difficult to approach the targeted precision in any one 
document while maintain reasonable recall

(typical F-measure for fact extraction in low .70s)

• Difficult to deal with humorous discourse and opinions

News-specific Challenges

• Thousands of news feeds every minute

• Need to decide on the importance and validity of new facts 



March 31, 2016: Ronnie Corbett
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Traffic-guided Fact Extraction from News

Contributors: Rusty Deschenes, Jim Chang



News retrieved on the date of spike

for spiking entity in search queries:

Importance of spiking entity

in the retrieved news:

Normalized DF statistics for

co-occurring entities/attributes

Importance of spiking entity

Importance of co-occurring entity

0 1

Analyze all 
sentences that 
refer both the 
spiking entities 

and the selected 
co-occurring 

entity/attribute 
and compare with 
the data in the KG

Traffic-guided Fact Extraction from News



e.g.: B. Kevin Turner (July 7, 2016)
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The software giant announces changes to its executive lineup as its Chief Operating Officer Kevin Turner prepares to depart at the end of the month to run Citadel Securities. 
Microsoft 's chief operating officer, Kevin Turner, is leaving the company to serve as CEO of Citadel Securities, a Chicago-based investment company, the Redmond, Wash., software 
maker announced July 7.

Microsoft chief operating officer Kevin Turner is leaving the software company to lead a unit of Citadel, the Chicago-based investment firm.
Microsoft chief operating officer Kevin Turner, who heads the company's partner channel and worldwide sales, is leaving to join Citadel Securities, according to a release by Citadel.

Microsoft Corp. revamped its sales organization Thursday morning after its chief operating officer, Kevin Turner, took a job at another company. 
Global securities firm Citadel has hired a new key executive — from Microsoft. B. Kevin Turner, who was chief operating officer of Microsoft for 11 years, has joined Citadel as CEO of 
Citadel Securities, the hedge fund's market making business, and vice chairman of Citadel.
Microsoft Corp. announced a revamp of its sales organization Thursday after Kevin Turner, the company's chief operating officer, took a job as head of Citadel LLC's securities unit. 
Kevin Turner, Microsoft 's hard-charging and controversial COO whose folksy zingers at competitors were a highlight of the annual Microsoft Worldwide Partner Conference (WPC), is 
leaving Microsoft at the end of July to become CEO of Citadel Securities and vice chairman of Citadel LLC. Turner has been Microsoft 's chief operating officer since 2005, after a 20-
year career with Walmart that spanned roles from cashier to chief information officer and, ultimately, president and CEO of the Sam's Club division. 
Turner 's new destination will be at leading financial firm Citadel Securities, where he will be replacing founder Kenneth Griffin as CEO, while also serving as Vice Chairman of the Firm. 
Citadel Securities and Griffin praises Turner 's leadership prowess and experience at major corporations, as well as his technology initiatives during the long career. 
Hedge funds are poaching top executives from tech giants to manage their transformation into computer-driven firms full of engineers and mathematicians. 
Kevin Turner, Microsoft chief operating officer for the past 11 years, is moving to Citadel Securities, where he will be chief executive officer.
Turner is leaving Microsoft after more than a decade at the company to become CEO of the securities unit at financial-services firm Citadel LLC.
Citadel Securities announced Thursday morning that it has hired Kevin Turner away from Microsoft to be CEO. Turner was COO running Microsoft 's enormous sales operations.
Chief Operating Officer Kevin Turner will become CEO of financial firm Citadel Securities, Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella said in an email to employees Thursday. 
SEATTLE — A top Microsoft executive, Kevin Turner, is leaving the company to join Citadel Securities as its new chief executive, continuing a wave of executive departures of 
technology industry leaders to financial firms. 
Turner will remain at Microsoft to aid with the transition through this month, then leave to become chief executive officer at global financial firm Citadel Securities, according to 
Nadella.
B. Kevin Turner was named CEO of Citadel Securities and vice chairman of its parent company, hedge fund manager Citadel.
Microsoft Corp. disclosed a revamp of its sales organization on Thursday after Kevin Turner, the company's chief operating officer, took a job as head of hedge-fund Citadel LLC's 
securities unit. 
Turner will join Citadel as chief executive officer of the company's securities business, which is centered on a multifaceted trading platform that handles orders for everything from 
stocks to interest rate swaps. 
(Bloomberg) — Citadel LLC hired Kevin Turner, the chief operating officer at Microsoft, to become CEO of its securities unit as financial-services firms seek talent to help build their 
technology expertise. 
The turnover of senior staff from Microsoft has continued with the news that its chief operating officer of 11 years, Kevin Turner, is to leave to become CEO and vice chairman at 
financial services company Citadel Securities. Turner (pictured) was appointed COO of Microsoft in 2005, prior to which he held various positions at retailer Wal-Mart, including CIO
for Wal-Mart Stores. Turner had joined the retailer as a cashier while studying for his undergraduate degree.
Kevin Turner will join Citadel, a global financial firm, as chief executive officer of Citadel Securities and Vice Chairman of Citadel.

B. Kevin Turner → Citadel LLCe.g.
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Applications to News Processing and Presentation

Knowledge Base

Text



Indexing and Annotation of News Video

MSNBC: 2008 - 2010



MSNBC Topic Pages

http://today.msnbc.msn.com/id/38232697/

http://today.msnbc.msn.com/id/38232697/


MSN now: Social-Media-driven News

MSN: 2012



Bringing Entities to Office:
Knowledge at Everyone’s Fingertips

• Access to fresh information about entities that does not 
require app switching, and thus, without loss of context

– Complete or verify facts about entities

– Access attributes / values for entities

– Track entities across document collections



Smart Lookup in Office

Word: 2014



Entities and Attributes in Spreadsheets
Excel: 2018



Starting Point: InstaFact – A Hackathon Project

InstaFact team

Srivatsava 

Daruru

Rajeev 

Kumar

Rohit 

Paravastu

Deepak 

Zambre

Silviu 

Cucerzan

• Office add-ins that contextually autocomplete 
facts using the Satori KG:

– in Word: complete or verify short factual sentences

– in Excel: link table cells to entities and populate 
tables with associated values 

based on:
• analysis of column headers 

(InstaFact-retrieve)

• prediction of relationships 
between the entities in 
different columns (InstaFact-
complete)



Starting Point: InstaFact – A Hackathon Project

• Office add-ins that contextually autocomplete 
facts using the Satori KG:

– in Word: complete or verify short factual sentences

– in Excel: link table cells to entities and populate 
tables with associated values 

based on:



Starting Point: InstaFact – A Hackathon Project

• Office add-ins that contextually autocomplete 
facts using the Satori KG:

– in Word: complete or verify short factual sentences

– in Excel: link table cells to entities and populate 
tables with associated values 

based on:
• analysis of column headers 

(InstaFact-retrieve)

• prediction of relationships 
between the entities in 
different columns (InstaFact-
complete)



Main Challenge: Very Little Context

Microsoft

Google

Tesla

HP

United

Oracle

Dell

Twitter

Facebook

Sun

Amazon

Ajax

United

Real

Inter
United

Alaska

American

Air France

Delta

United

Real

Rapids

Sounders
Ajax

United

Continental

Acid Jazz

JOB

United

Outrage

Testament

Slayer

United

Revive

Newsboys

Beanbag

United

Dear Santa

Dimension

Page 8

National

United

Maori

ACT



Other Challenges for Deploying to Millions of Users
• Full compliance – preserve complete privacy for user data

• Speed – fast answers regardless of input size

• Support invariance properties in tables

• Balance between in-domain consistency for columns/rows in tables and 
semantic consistency in the graph

• Employ local context aggressively

• Allow incremental disambiguation

• Provide usable confidence measure / in-segment ranking

• Expand coverage beyond deployed domains; out-of-domain detection

• Case-insensitivity for entity mentions in table cells

• Integrate spelling correction with entity context

• Deploy a scalable platform, that can handle future domains of interest

Important contributors to tackling these challenges: Rusty Deschenes, Slava Agafonov



Other Challenges (1)

Handle table format while preserving text analysis capabilities

• invariance properties
– e.g. 

• segment consistency (at the same time with semantic consistency)

– e.g.

• aggressive employment of local context
– e.g. 

Bozeman Gallatin

Jordan Garfield

Bozeman Jordan

Gallatin Garfield

Vancouver WA

Vancouver BC

Robin Hood → Doncaster Sheffield Airport

Nottingham → Nottingham Airport

John Lennon → Liverpool John Lennon Airport

East Midlands → East Midlands Airport

Bristol International → Heathrow Airport

Robin Hood

Nottingham

John Lennon

East Midlands

Heathrow

Monroe
Snohomish County
Washington

→ Monroe, Washington

→ Snohomish County, Washington

→ Washington (state)

Monroe County, …
Snohomish County, Washington

Washington County, …

→ Vancouver, Washington

→ Vancouver



Other Challenges (2)

• Incremental disambiguation
– symmetrical communication
– consume entity context

• Usable confidence measure / in-segment ranking
– e.g.

• Case-insensitive handling of entity mentions in tables

– e.g.

• Speed (fast answers regardless of input type/size)
– smart splitting of large tables to maintain consistent contexts

Sammamish
Seattle

Bellevue

Washington

7 disambiguations p1

50 p2

85 p3

490 p4

usable confidence

united

continental

acid JAZZ

job

United

Continental

Acid Jazz

JOB

Portland

Bend
℗ Portland, Oregon
℗ Bend, Oregon
Redmond

→

→

→

℗ Portland, Oregon
℗ Bend, Oregon
℗ Redmond, Oregon

→ United Records

→ Continental Records

→ Acid Jazz Records

→ J.O.B. Records

e.g.



Other Challenges (3)

• Handle multiple domains of interest

• Handle multiple sources for one domain

• Spelling correction with entity context

– e.g.
Saettle Redmond Belevue Belvue

Bellevue

Domain

KB

NEMO+

General-knowledge 
KB

Specialized

Entity Services

…

General-purpose

Entity Service

Specialized Knowledge Bases

℗ Seattle ℗ Redmond, Washington ℗ Bellevue, Washington

→ →→

Financial 
Data from 
Provider 2

Financial 
Data from 
Provider 1



no control over the user input

• Detect when input data does not match the target 
segment and provide an intelligent warning

Trump

Obama

Bush

Clinton

Labrador

Brittany

Yorkshire

Shetland

Chihuahua

→ Trump, Colorado

→ Obama, Fukui

→ Clinton, Nebraska

→ Bush, Kentucky

→ Labrador, Queensland

→ Brittany, France

→ Yorkshire, UK

→ Shetland Islands

→ Chihuahua (state)

User selects to disambiguate

as “Geography”

User selects to disambiguate

as “Geography”

Other Challenges (4)

?

?
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